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Abstract 
 
 Paraplegics who use dumbbell weights for exercise or rehabilitation have 
difficulty in setting up for dumbbell press exercises. The automated prototype 
allows for easy setup before performing the flat dumbbell press exercise. The 
Automated Dumbbell Rack raises weights from the floor to a level easily 
accessible by the user. This is accomplished by utilizing an integrated winch 
mechanism, which also returns to the floor level automatically when the weights 
are removed. Surveys conducted at Wright State University produced data 
verifying the need for such a product. The information taken from the surveys was 
also used in a quality assurance technique to give surety that the end product will 
solve the problem with sufficient attention to customer requirements. 
 This report reveals the entire design process. The design started with 
research and customer surveys, and continued on through prototype testing. 
Project objectives were set in a Proof of Design Statement to give measurable 
goals to achieve. In the QFD (Quality Function Deployment) certain customer 
needs were found to set some of the measurable goals to. The vertical distance the 
apparatus traveled through was measured to be 5.5 inches from the ground to 5.4 
feet in the air. The lower level of 5.5 inches allows for easy loading as prescribed 
by the first important customer need. Another important customer need was 
safety. Conducting a dynamic analysis of the prototype for stability, and 
providing protective shielding around moving parts of the machine fulfilled this 
need. The final customer need addressed the motion of the exercise not changing, 
or being impeded on account of the Automated Dumbbell Rack. The design of the 
machine provided for an automatic return to the lowest level upon removal of the 
dumbbell weights. This effectively removes the apparatus from the immediate 
exercise area, and fulfills the customer need. 
 Finally recommendations are given that include reducing the size of the 
Automated Dumbbell Rack, using a different method of power delivery, and also 
replacing specific bought parts with other components.   
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Introduction 

The problem and reason for this design process is that paraplegics have a 

nearly impossible motion to perform to setup for the flat dumbbell press exercise. 

This is the case especially with weights that are near the limit of the person’s 

strength. Performing the exercise is not a problem, once in position a paraplegic 

moves his arms in the same motion for this exercise as anyone else. The flat 

dumbbell press exercise is represented in Figure 1.  

 

  
Figure 1. The two extreme positions of the  

          flat dumbbell press exercise. 
 

Notice in Figure 1, that aside from the bench, there is nothing that helped 

this person get the weights near the chest area. A paraplegic sets up for this 

exercise by first placing the dumbbells on either side of the bench below the area 

where the shoulders would be. Next they would have to try to pick the weights up 

from the floor, while lying down and keeping their balance. Because the exercise 

targets the strongest muscles in the upper body, the pectoral muscles, and these 

muscles are not the ones used to lift the weights into position, the muscles that are 

used to pick the up the weights are severely overexerted. The only other way to 

get into position for this exercise is to have another person present to assist in 

handling the weights. 

 

Design Objectives 
An objective of this project was to design and build a prototype that will 

move various kinds of dumbbells from the ground level to a height that will 
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present the weights to the user in a beneficial position for the flat dumbbell press 

exercise. An effort was made to also let the prototype reach a height to allow the 

set up of the shoulder dumbbell press exercise. The shoulder dumbbell press is 

where the dumbbells are raised from next to the shoulders to above the head while 

in the seated position (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2:  Two pictures representing the two extreme positions  

                                                of the shoulder dumbbell press. 

 

 Another objective of the project was to retain the benefits of the flat 

dumbbell press exercise. Keeping the motion of the exercise the same best 

retained these benefits. While the apparatus was able to lift the weights to a 

desired area, the apparatus was also able to retract away from the user. The 

retraction would eliminate any interaction between the apparatus and the user 

while the exercise is in progress. 

 

Scope of Report 
 The remainder of this report will provide information on the design and 

production of a full size prototype. The research including surveys distributed to 

possible users will be analyzed and used in a quality assurance technique to 

provide insight into the direction of the design. Two design concepts were 

developed and one chosen which was further developed into the final design. The 

design used a Proof of Design Statement, which gave measurable objectives for 
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the design to achieve. Individual part analyses will be evaluated to demonstrate 

the ability of the part to perform as designed. The build processes will be shown 

to illustrate the build quality of the prototype. Further discussions will include 

part selections, testing procedures, and final recommendations for further 

development.  
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Schedule 
The schedule was purposefully planned to complete tasks quickly in case 

problems presented themselves along the way. The original schedule, and a 

similar table displaying the actual times that tasks were completed is available in 

Appendix O. Problems with adjusting the motion of the apparatus, and the relative 

unfamiliarity of the designer with alternating current motors used the extra time 

that was allowed in the schedule. 

 Research was conducted late in the fall quarter, and continued into the 

winter break. Research conducted included current products, ergonomics, and 

methods of power delivery. 

 Surveys were conducted over the winter break, and the first week of the 

winter quarter. A house of quality was created as soon as the survey information 

was analyzed. Two design concepts were developed to achieve the important 

tasks set by the QFD. Then Pugh’s concept selection was used to compare the 

concepts against a current product and to choose the best concept. This was 

completed in the middle of January. 

 A detailed design process comprised the rest of the winter quarter. The 

basic dimensions of the 4-bar link was found using Working Model 4.0®. With 

these basic dimensions work began on Solid Edge 11®. A full 3-D model was 

built to preview the functionality of the prototype, and to allow for quick part 

draft production. 

 With the detailed layout of the apparatus known, bending stress, pin shear, 

weld stress, tipping, and static analyses were all performed. These analyses 

provided assurance that all components would perform as planned without any 

problems. 

 Following the design freeze a plan was set to build the actual prototype. 

The plan included ordering, and fabricating individual parts, building part 

assemblies, and finally assembling the prototype. 

 Ordered parts from McMaster Carr Industrial Supply were received within 

two days. Steel, aluminum, and Plexiglas stock were picked up directly from the 
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vendors, so there was essentially no lead time. Machining started over the spring 

break, and continued for 3 weeks. All of the fabricated parts were completed at 

this time. The fourth week started the production of the part assemblies. The 

production of these assemblies required only a week to complete. 

 With the assemblies complete, the apparatus was assembled to assure 

proper objective completion. While the apparatus was together, wire lengths were 

cut, and production commenced on the electrical system. The electrical system 

required extensive reorganizations for the system to work properly. This was due 

to the designer’s limited knowledge of the AC motor used for the project. A total 

of 1 week was spent almost exclusively trying to determine the correct method of 

wiring the winch motor. With the electrical system operating as required, the 

apparatus was disassembled for painting in the third week of April. 

 Reassembly started the fourth week in April, and was completed in one 

day. Smaller components such as rubber feet, limit switch brackets, and a physical 

lower limit bumper, were assembled over a period of two days. Production then 

proceeded on the Plexiglas shielding and the aluminum rails needed to support it. 

Cutting and drilling of the shielding material were all relatively simple operations. 

However, because of the size required for the prototype, these operations were 

time consuming. The Plexiglas shielding was completed in the first week of May. 

 The completion of the shielding marked the completion of the prototype. 

Work then commenced on the display for the Tech Expo, the final presentation, 

and this report.   
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Budget 

 The sole limitation on the budget of this project was to keep the price of 

the prototype around the cost of a Nautilus type exercise machine. Nautilus 

machines can be bought starting at around 2,500 dollars for a dip exercise 

machine which is relatively simple. On the expensive side, it is not unusual to find 

a machine that costs over 10,000 dollars. [1] The issue of cost for the project was 

not specifically set. Unofficially the objective of the project was to create an 

apparatus that was close to the cost of one of the less expensive machines.  

 The design was constantly influenced by cost. The project was funded by 

the designer, so cost was a large part of what parts and materials were to be used. 

A BOM (build of materials) can be found in Appendix P. The final cost of the 

project was 1,413.85 dollars. The cost of this project was significantly less to 

produce for the designer than it would be if all labor, and other production costs 

were involved. However, some considerations should be taken. This exercise 

machine has a power delivery system that moves the apparatus with minimal user 

input. Other exercise machines require the user to move the machine. The 

addition of the power unit increased the cost of the project. Another feature of the 

project that increased the cost was the use of shields to encase a large portion of 

the apparatus. These shields are not present on exercise equipment. The only 

aspect of the project that reduced the cost of the apparatus was that the machine 

uses equipment that is already present in a gym atmosphere. Nautilus type 

machines all have their own set of weights that travel up and down on guide rails. 

The elimination of new weights being needed reduced the cost as well as reducing 

the weight of the whole machine. 

 Once again the final cost to the designer was 1,413.85 dollars. With a very 

rough production estimate of 2 times the cost for a completed machine, and 

another 20 percent for a profit margin, the total cost to the customer would be 

3,393.12 dollars. When considering the complexity of the apparatus, and the fact 

that it can move without significant user input, the cost of the machine was on the 

low end of the spectrum of exercise machines.  
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Survey Analysis and Results 
Surveys were conducted to provide the designer with quantifiable 

information to base the design of the project on. The Surveys were conducted at 

Wright State University (WSU). This university was built with physically 

challenged persons in mind, and thus was a good location to conduct the survey. 

Surveys were given to nine paraplegics that exercise with weights. More people 

would have been available, but the survey was conducted over the winter break of 

WSU.  The questions in the survey focused on the amount of weights used, the 

satisfaction of what is needed to set up for the exercise now, and what possible 

features in exercise equipment are most important to them. A blank survey, as 

well as a survey with results is found in Appendix A. 

The surveys gave solid data to use in the Quality Function Deployment 

(QFD), except for one question. A question asking how long the machine should 

take to move the required distance got some unusually high numbers. The average 

for this question is 21 seconds with the highest response being 45 seconds. 

Eventually the required time to complete the motion was targeted to be less than 

12 seconds. To the designer it seemed that the people being surveyed were not 

thinking of how long they would be waiting for the apparatus to complete the 

motion. This decrease in time only serves to improve the apparatus. 

The average combined weight used by the people surveyed was 89 lb., 

while the largest weight was 180 lb. The designer has personally worked with two 

individuals who regularly use 250lb. of combined weight while performing the 

flat dumbbell press. These athletes were unavailable to fill out surveys due to the 

winter break of the school. The amount of weight that these two athletes use was 

taken into consideration as well as the surveyed people when setting the limits in 

the Proof of Design Statement.  

The method of disposing of the weights that 67% of the nine people used 

was a controlled drop to the floor. The other 33% used an assistant to help for the 

setup and finish of the exercise. Another question asked if the person was satisfied 

with how they disposed of the weights. Of the six people who do the exercise by 
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themselves five do not like the method they use but see no good alternative, while 

one did not care. This controlled drop is considered acceptable as a means of 

finishing the exercise, as no equipment is available to assist this movement. 

Disposal of the weights in this fashion is considered unsatisfactory by many 

people, but a better solution has yet to be found. The three who use assistants for 

the exercise do not perform the exercise alone because of the difficulty in setting 

up for the exercise. The designer verbally asked the nine people surveyed if they 

would use the racking platform designed by John Blaylock from 1999 [2]. All 

nine people said they would not use it because the weight stands were too high for 

them to easily place the weights in the stand. 

All nine people surveyed answered yes when asked if they would perform 

the dumbbell press more often if a better means of setting up for the exercise were 

available. 

The most important features for a piece of exercise equipment were found 

to be the use of various kinds of weights, stability of the apparatus while loaded, 

ease of operation, and safety.  

All of the information taken from the surveys was used in the construction 

of a QFD. Some of the information from the surveys was used directly in the 

Proof of Design Statement as quantifiable objectives to be met. Consideration to 

the abilities of the two wheelchair athletes that the designer worked with at WSU 

was also taken into account. This was limited only to the amount of weight that 

the two athletes were capable of using. This increase in the amount of weight that 

the apparatus can lift along with the length of time that the apparatus can move in 

were the only features that were altered from the surveys. 
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Quality Functional Deployment (QFD) 
 The results from the surveys determined which features would be placed 

in to the QFD as customer requirements. Engineering characteristics that would 

involve the needs sought by the customer were developed. In general these are in 

the areas of how it will move, the total design, and what it is made from. A 

complete QFD diagram is found in Appendix B. 

 The results of the QFD showed the most important customer needs, and 

the most important engineering characteristics. The most important customer need 

was the ease of loading. When a person is finished performing the dumbbell press 

exercise without an assistant, the controlled drop delivers the weights to the floor 

on either side of the bench. Since the weights are on the floor, the best place to 

load the apparatus was determined to be the floor. The next two needs were 

equally important, they are safety, and that the apparatus not impede the motion 

of the exercise. Safety is largely dependent on the user, but steps were taken to 

decrease the possible danger. Both of these factors were taken into consideration 

as the design progressed. 

 The most important engineering characteristic was the range of possible 

movement of the apparatus. This would require the apparatus to be capable of 

placing the weights at the perfect height for any individual. The next 

characteristic is the location of the center of gravity. The center of gravity played 

a part in, the maximum amount of weight possible, safety and stability, maximum 

height, and material selection. Finally the use of existing equipment was found to 

be important. The design was governed by many of the solutions needed from 

using existing equipment. The method of holding the weights as well as the 

relation of a flat bench to the apparatus would be important to the final design. 

The design of the weight cradles and the front legs were affected by the physical 

dimensions of the weights to be used. The location of the apparatus controls was 

determined from the size of common flat gym benches.  
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Design Concepts 

 The Customer needs deemed important through the QFD, as well as the 

engineering characteristics were used to help create two design concepts. 

 

Concept 1 
 The first concept uses a four bar linkage system mounted on a base to raise 

and lower the weight cradles from the floor to the desired location (Figure 3).  

 

 
Figure 3:  Concept 1, 4-bar link with lead screw 

 

The gap between the cradles was to be the width of the wingspan (elbow to 

elbow) of an average male. The power system concept was an electric motor with 

a lead screw attached. The motion delivered to the rear link would drive the rest 

of the four bar. 

The design accounts for the most important customer needs. The loading 

will be performed on the ground, the cradles will return to the ground when the 

weights are lifted so that there will be no interference, and it is safer than the 

present racks available due there being no need for reracking when completing a 
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set. The racks that are available are not really comparable with the proposed 

automated rack because they are unusable by the target customer. 

The design also accounts for the important engineering characteristics. 

The range of movement will allow the apparatus to go from the floor to the height 

desired. The location of the center of gravity while loaded is away from the user. 

The use of existing equipment is not evident here, but would be part of the 

specifics of the design. 

 

Concept 2 
 The second concept utilizes placing the cradles on linear block bearings 

which  

 

 
Figure 4:  Concept 2, linear bearings on guide shafts 

 

 

slide on stainless steel rods. The rods are mounted on a slanted framework, and 

are moved by cables (Figure 4). The cradle design would be independent to either 

concept one, or two. The gap in between the cradles should also be the average 

wingspan of an adult male from elbow to elbow. Power for the cables will come 

from an electric motor that turns various shafts and pulleys, or is simply an 

electric winch. 
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 The concept accounts for the same customer requirements, however the 

shafts are still near the user when the cradles are gone, leading to some 

interference to the user. The engineering characteristics are all similarly 

accounted for as in concept 1. A further drawback is that this concept uses gravity 

to allow the cradles to return to the floor. Also, the cradles will have part of the 

frame and the upper portion of the shafts directly over the cradles when they are 

on the floor, leading to some complications during loading. 

 If the winch method of delivering motion used in this concept were used 

in concept one instead of the motor-lead screw method, the effects of relying on 

gravity to return the apparatus would be less severe. Concept two only has linear 

bearings, and cradle assemblies moving, while concept one has multiple links that 

are moving, and have much more mass. With more heavy moving parts, a return 

via gravity is more plausible.  

A benefit of the lead screw design is the ability to positively control the 

motion. This positive is offset by the low amount of power available to create the 

movement. A winch and cable design has the exact opposite characteristics of the 

lead screw system. A winch has a large amount of power, but does not have the 

positive control. 
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Design Selection 
 Pugh’s concept selection method was used to determine which concept 

fulfilled the customer needs from the QFD. The customer requirements were 

chosen to use as criteria since the engineering characteristics are generally vague 

compared to the customer requirements. The datum used to compare the concepts 

to, was the senior design project of John Blaylock from 1999 [3]. His design 

project developed a dumbbell rack that is adjustable, but stationary. The design 

does not specify usage by paraplegics, but it gives a standard to judge against the 

two concepts. A plus sign (+) was given when the concept was greater than the 

current product, a negative sign (-) if it was worse, and an (S) if they were the 

same. A diagram of the selection process can be found in Appendix C. 

  The results of the selection method gave the first concept as the best 

alternative. It had more pluses, fewer minuses, and fewer S’s than the second 

concept. The relatively large number of minuses "-" recorded for the two concepts 

resulted mainly from the need for a power system, and the need to control the 

apparatus instead of just using it. If the racking platform designed by Mr. 

Blaylock moved under power, there would be fewer minuses in the results. 
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Proof of Design Statement (PODS) 
 The proof of design statement for this design is found in Appendix D. The 

PODS was used as a tool in the design phase of the project. With specific 

objectives to work toward, the design was completed with some certainty that the 

prototype would work as planned. 

The first part of the PODS is that the vertical distances conform to the 

distances deemed important through the QFD. This vertical distance was 

increased to allow setup for additional exercises. These exercises include the 

incline dumbbell press, and shoulder or military dumbbell press. The shoulder 

dumbbell press exercise is represented in figure 2, and was mentioned previously 

in this report. The distance the apparatus was to move through was targeted to be 

from 3 inches above the ground to over 5 feet in the air. 

Ergonomic issues are present concerning the distances required to reach 

the winch controls and the end location of the weights. Both of these locations 

needed to be within reach of the user at the same time, from the same location on 

the bench. 

Safety is an issue that was deemed important by the QFD. In the case of 

this project, safety involves stability and shielding from pinch points. Stability 

was determined only by tipping analysis, and if the forces required to tip the 

apparatus would ever be seen. The tipping analysis is discussed later in this report 

in more detail. 

The electrical system has three main objectives, and one criterion. The 

first objective is that the system allow for operation of the apparatus only when 

there are weights in the cradles. This helps to prevent someone for using the 

apparatus for another purpose. The second objective was an automatic return that 

moves the apparatus to the lowest position when the weights are removed. The 

unimpeded exercise motion is achieved in this way. The third objective was that 

an infinite number of weight locations be available in the path that the weights 

travel through. The one criterion that the system had was that it be capable of 
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being plugged into any available 115-volt wall socket. The winch and all other 

electrical components were to be designed and selected to use 115-volt power. 

A time limit was set that was shorter than time limit average of the 

surveys, and long enough to make the increase in force due to dynamic motion 

almost negligible. The power system can move the apparatus from one limit to the 

other in less than 12 seconds. As stated previously this time is much less than the 

amount of time required from the surveys. Reducing the time for the complete 

motion only benefits the customer. This is true up to the point where the apparatus 

becomes a catapult instead of a lifting mechanism.  

The maximum weight that the apparatus would use was set at a combined 

300 lb. As stated previously the designer has knowledge of two wheelchair 

athletes who are capable of using a combined weight of over 250 lb. The increase 

in capable weight allows for some improvement for athletes of this caliber. The 

minimum weight was determined by the designer to be a combined 30 lb. The 

reason for a minimum weight is that the size and shape that dumbbells take at 

weights lower than 15 lb. vary too much to allow the weight cradle design to 

encompass them all.  

A common dumbbell is one that is used in home, and gym settings. The 

smallest physical size dumbbells of the scale previously mentioned were the 

hexagon style [4]. This type of dumbbell was used to design the cradles so most 

dumbbells with a shaft distance larger than the hexagon style dumbbell would 

also work. Another common dumbbell style is one that allows for different size 

weights to be added or subtracted from the shaft.  

Another concern in the area of safety is the presence of shields to protect 

the user or anyone near the apparatus. The shield covering most of the apparatus 

protects anyone from the machine, while the remaining exposed parts will have 

rounded edges so they will not injure a person or catch on their cloths. The shield 

is the exception to the rounded rule. The Plexiglas shield was strictly for 

prototype. In production a single piece of plastic could be molded with rounded 

corners to encapsulate the machine. 
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Aside from the use of dumbbells with the apparatus, the only other 

equipment already used for the flat dumbbell press exercise is a flat bench. The 

largest bench possible for use is twice the size of benches found in a gym. The 

figures used 25 inches wide and 45 inches tall represent the maximum size of a 

bench that would still allow for normal use of the machine. 

All surfaces should be primed and painted for a good appearance except 

the Plexiglas, which will be clear. The purpose of the paint is to give the 

prototype a finished look while adding to the longevity of use by resisting 

corrosion.  
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User and Machine Interaction (Ergonomics) 

 Research was conducted early in the design phase to determine what 

specific distances were required by the average male to properly use the machine. 

These distances as well as the physical dimensions of the weights had to be 

designed into the apparatus at the same time to assure that the user would be able 

to use the machine as desired. 

The areas of interest in the ergonomic area are the length of reach from the 

back of the shoulders to the ends of the fingers, the wingspan elbow to elbow, and 

the width of the hand. As stated previously an average male was used as the 

subject for these values 

 The reach of a person from the back of the shoulders to the fingers was 

needed to determine the height the apparatus needed to raise to. The ergonomic 

tables listed this distance as 32.52 inches [5]. Along with a common bench height 

of 18 inches, a total height of 50.52 inches is how high the apparatus should go. 

This translates into just over 4.2 feet. The actual height that the weights could be 

extracted from was lower than 4.2 feet due to the need to lift the weights 

vertically out of the machine. Therefore, only 3.5 feet is needed to adequately set 

up for the exercise. When considering the use of the machine for other exercises 

the 3.5 foot vertical height was irrelevant. The movement of the apparatus was 

specified to go over 5 feet to allow for the setup of other pressive exercises. So as 

long as the 3.5 foot height is attainable, the machine remains useful.  

 The elbow-to-elbow wingspan is found by the width of the shoulders (13.2 

in.) [6], along with twice the length of the upper arm (13.07 in.) [7]. The total 

value comes out to be 39.34 inches. This value decides the distance between the 

weight cradles. 

 The width of the hand is 4.1 inches wide. This is the distance from the 

middle knuckle of the thumb to the opposite side of the palm [8]. Distributor 

information, as well as personal measurements found a length of 5.0 inches as the 

length of the grip on a hexagon style dumbbell [9]. The weight cradles hold the 
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dumbbells by the grips of the weights near the masses on either end. To 

accommodate the 5-inch length of the grip, and the 4.1 inches of hand width, the 

cradles are made from 0.25-inch thick steel that is 5.0 inches apart from the outer 

edges. This gives the user 0.4 inches of clearance on either side of the hand in the 

cradles.  
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Design in Working Model® 
 Working Model was used to get a general idea of what size the links for 

the four bar linkage would be. Optimizing the lengths of the links in Working 

Model proved to be a better us of time than using a four bar synthesis method 

such as function, path or motion generation.  

The appropriate lengths of the basic four bar that achieves the desired 

motion were found quickly. Lengths of the links, and positions of pivot points 

were moved back and forth to optimize where the best motion took place. This 

was done on all links, and redone to make sure changes from one link did not 

affect another. The lengths are: 84 inches for the coupler link, 42 inches for the 

longer rocker link, 36 inches for the shorter rocker link, and 60 inches for the 

ground link as shown in Figure 5.  
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The end can come in contact with the ground in front of the ground link, and can 

raise to a height well over 5 feet. The horizontal distance the end of the coupler 

travels is 32.17 inches. This is less than the shoulder to finger reach found in the 

ergonomic tables. This means the position of the control box, between the cradles 

when the apparatus is down, and the upper limit of the motion was within reach of 

the user from the same location on the bench.  
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3-D Part Drawings and Assemblies 

 For appearance purposes 3 inch steel square tubing is used for the majority 

of the components of the apparatus. Other pieces are made from 4x3 rectangular 

tubing to allow for proper bearing attachment. The reason for the use of this size 

material is so the machine will not seem flimsy to the user. A considerable 

amount of weight can be used with this machine. Although a much smaller size of 

material could be used to adequately perform the task, the resulting appearance 

would not be appealing to the person about to suspend hundreds of pounds above 

their body.  

 Due to the use of the larger than needed 3 inch steel tubing, the material, 

and physical analyses were performed after the part designs to allow for more 

precise calculations. While discussing individual parts, part numbers will be 

supplied for reference in Appendix E. For specific orientation of parts in 

component assemblies refer to Appendix F. A complete assembled drawing of the 

prototype is represented in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6:  Assembled prototype in the upper position 

 

 The Base Assembly (ASM: 001) of the apparatus consists of four main 

parts with two additional legs for stabilization. The two base side pieces, Base 

Side Left (PN: 001) and Base Side Right (PN: 002), are made from the 3 inch 

steel square tubing, and are 71 inches long. Extra length is added to the rear end 

of these pieces to allow for shielding to enclose the rear rocker when in the lower 

position. The Base Front (PN: 003) and Base Rear (PN: 004) are made from the 

4x3 inch steel rectangular tubing for mounting the bearings on. The Base Rear 

piece is much shorter, and is placed between the two base side components, 9 

inches from the rear. The front piece is 67 inches long to accommodate the extra 

width needed for the Legs (PN: 005). The extra width added to the Base Front 

accounts for the size of the weights that are loaded between the legs. The two legs 

are made from the 3 inch steel square tubing and extend forward from the front 

base at the ends.  
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A Control Box Stand Extension (PN: 006) is mounted to the center of the 

Front Base piece. This moves the control box stand further forward to be in reach 

of the user. The Control Box Stand (PN: 007) is located at the free end of the 

Control Box Stand Extension, and is long enough to place the controls that are 

mounted to it above the level of most benches. 

 The Long Rocker links (PN: 008) are made from the 3-inch square tube, 

and are heavily chamfered to solve interference problems as it rotates. Chamfers 

were used instead of a radius, because a minimum radius possible for the 3-inch 

tubing would not solve the interference problem. The shorter rocker links are 

similar to the longer rocker links except that they are shorter. Both types of 

rockers have 0.75-inch diameter holes in the ends for the shaft that acts as the 

pivot point.  

 The 0.75-inch diameter Pivot Shafts (PN: 009) at the pivot points are 6.5 

inches long to involve the ends of the rocker links, two bearings, and two shaft 

collars. Once again the diameter of the shaft is much larger than is needed. A 0.5-

inch or even a 0.375-inch shaft would perform well, but a tinny shaft would be 

out of proportion with the rest of the apparatus. Pin shear analysis will be 

discussed later in the report. 

 The Coupler Assembly (ASM: 002) is comprised of two cross members, a 

long coupler link, a cradle separator bar (T-bar), two arm extensions, and the 

weight cradles. The two cross member pieces, Front Cross Member (PN: 010) and 

Rear Cross Member (PN: 011), are made from 4x3 inch rectangle tube. This is to 

easily mount the bearings for the pivot points. The Rear Cross Member has a 0.5 

inch hole drilled in the middle to attach an eyebolt for the winch cable connection. 

The Front Cross Member has two cutouts to allow for clearance of the rocker 

links as they rotate further at the pivot point. The cross members are mounted to 

the Coupler (PN: 012) 35.5 inches apart (midpoint to midpoint). The coupler is 

made from 3 inch square tubing, and is the piece that extends beyond the rest of 

the four bar linkage. At the end of the coupler is another piece of 3 inch square 

tubing called the T-bar (PN: 013). This provides the width that is required by the 

ergonomic research. Two 3-inch square tube Arms (PN: 014) are extended 
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forward from the end of the T-bar. With the Control Box Stand in place, the T-bar 

and Arms slip behind and around the Control Box Stand as the apparatus is 

lowered. 

 A Weight Cradle Assembly (ASM: 003) is made from three 0.25 inch 

thick steel plates called Cradle Back (PN: 015), Cradle Side Switch (PN: 017), 

and Cradle Side (PN: 016). They are machined and welded together to form an 

extended and squared off “C” shape. The Weight Cradles are mirror images of 

each other. The machining creates a rectangular cutout in two sides of the cradle 

that allows for easy loading, and removal of the weights. There are mounting 

holes on the side for the SPDT switches (Appendix I).  

 A 0.25-inch thick steel plate was mounted to the center of the front base 

piece to give an adequate area for the winch to mount to. The Winch Plate (PN: 

018) has two holes for the bolts used to mount the winch. The plate is welded 

directly to the Front Base piece. Another eyebolt was mounted just bellow the 

winch mounting plate to allow for a pulley to be used near the Rear Cross 

Member. This effectively doubled the amount of power the winch was capable of, 

and also reduced the time the apparatus would complete the full motion in half.  

 Shielding is comprised of 0.125 inch thick Plexiglas. The Plexiglas is clear 

for the prototype to demonstrate the motion of the four bar linkage. The shielding 

is attached with a framework made from 0.125-inch thick 1x1 inch angled 

aluminum. Vertical rails support the corners of the shield, and rails are attached to 

the top to add strength. Plexiglas to base and Plexiglas to rail fixturing were 

accomplished using 10-32 socket head cap screws generally every 10 inches 

along the sides. The only gap in the shielding will be a slot in the front shield that 

allows for the coupler to move up and down. One of the front panels of the shield 

was oriented so it could be removed easily. This will aid in assembly as well as 

repair, if needed. 
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Tipping Analysis 
 Dynamic analysis was performed on the assembly in the upper position. 

This position was used because the center of gravity is in the highest location. 

Calculations and simple diagrams can be seen in Appendix E. With the known 

physical dimensions of the apparatus, a moment equation was used for both side-

to-side tipping, and back to front tipping. In this way the magnitude of force can 

be found.  

From side to side the amount of force required to tip the apparatus is 208 

lb. When the force imparted to the machine is coming from a person who has 

fallen into the machine, only part of the weight of the person would be the 

magnitude of the force. This was because if the weight were totally transferred to 

the apparatus the person would have to be floating. A generous assumption to the 

amount of weight the person has transferred into the force is half of the total 

weight. So in this case force delivered to the machine was from a 416 lb. person. 

A direct calculation with impact is not easily performed. The length of time a 

person is in contact with the apparatus as well as the elasticity of the contact will 

influence how much impact transfers to the apparatus. The assumption taken is 

that the impact is half of the force. Therefore, an impact of 208 lb*s. is found.  

 Similarly for the back to front tipping analysis, the force is found through 

one moment equation. In this case the amount of force required to tip the machine 

comes from a 380 lb person transferring 190 lb of force to the machine. The 

amount of impact was found to be 190 lb*s. 

 The magnitude of these impacts was larger than what would normally be 

seen if a person were to crash into the machine. In essence, for a person to tip this 

machine over they would have to try to do it. 
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Part Analysis 
Static Analysis 

 Static analysis of the four bar linkage was performed in both extreme 

positions, with the material weights included. Both sets of calculations are found 

in Appendix H. Initially the apparatus is evaluated as a rigid body to find the 

forces at the ground points. Simple moment and forces in the X and Y directions 

were used to determine all of these static forces. When the ground forces are 

found, the forces at the individual points can be determined. This continues 

throughout the frame to the coupler link, which is evaluated to give the force 

required by the winch cable to hold the system in place. The higher force between 

the two sets of calculations turned out to be in the lower position, 957 lb. The 

value for the upper position is much lower. This value was the determining factor 

in what winch was selected to power the apparatus. The forces found in this 

analysis were also used in individual part analyses. 

 

 

Pin Shear Analysis 

 The analysis of pin shear was done as bending shear. This was done 

instead of pure shear because there are 0.5-inch shaft collars in between the sides 

of the rocker links and the base mount bearings, which supply the support (Figure 

7).  
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Figure 7:  Relation of the pivot point on a rocker link 

           and the base mount bearing 
 

The worst loads given to any of the pivot locations are at either end of the longer 

rocker link (1165 lb.). These loads were found along with the static analysis and 

are also in Appendix H. This load split over the two rockers, is 582.5lb, and split 

again over the two bearings per rocker link gives 291.25 lb. The linkage 

calculations are found in Appendix I. The Simplified equation for the bending 

shear was usable for all shafts with a circular cross sectional area [9]. With mild 

steel having yield strength of 33 ksi. the factor of safety comes out to be 10. This 

extraordinarily high number is due to the need to have a shaft that appears as 

strong as the rest of the apparatus. The factor of safety allows for ductile machine 

components experiencing uncertain loads, stress, and shock or impacts. A shaft 

diameter of 0.25 inches delivers a factor of safety of 4, which would also be 

acceptable for the design. 

 

 

Bending Stress of the Coupler Beam 

 The component that experienced the largest bending stress under a full 

load was the Coupler. Calculations of bending stress for the simply supported 

beam can be found in Appendix K. Equations and material properties consisted 

of, σ = Mc/I  and  yield stress of 1015 steel of 60 Ksi. [10]. The factor of safety 
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found under maximum load was 4.3. This value is higher than the value targeted 

when ductile machine elements are experiencing uncertain loads, stresses, and 

shock or impact [11]. Only minor shocks or impacts are experienced as the 

apparatus starts and stops. All other components are either under strictly 

compression, tension, or do not encounter as much of a moment as the Coupler. 

This evaluation of stress was performed assuming the weight cradles, arms, t-bar, 

and coupler as a single beam. In essence the coupler was evaluated as if it were 

the only part holding the 300 lb. weight. Because of this, the moment delivered to 

the coupler was larger, and was a worst-case scenario. 

 

 

Weld Stress 
 The location where a welded joint encounters the most stress is where the 

coupler mounts to the front cross member (Figure 8). The calculations for the 

weld stress are found in Appendix J.  

 

 
Figure 8:  Weld location experiencing the largest stress 
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is highlighted by a red box 

 

The welds were analyzed in tension as well as in shear. The majority of 

the stress comes from the coupler hanging below the cross member in tension. 

The amount of shear involved is small. As a worst case scenario the amount of 

load seen in shear was equal to the amount of load seen in tension. The analysis 

uses slightly different equations than if the analysis were performed only in 

tension [12]. With the stresses in tension and shear, the factor of safety was found 

to be 2.5. 

Another aspect of the welded joints is that each weld location has two of 

the four individual welds placed in an area with a generous fillet. In other words 

two of the individual welds had the squared off side of one tube mating to the 

radius side of another. The resulting “J” weld creates a much deeper, and stronger 

weld. In essence the 7/16 inch weld is actually closer to 9/16 of an inch. 

Unfortunately the weld stress equations do not account for these special 

circumstances. If the additional strength delivered by the special weld could be 

factored into the weld equation, the factor of safety value would be larger. 

 The 2.5 factor of safety is obviously lower than a value of 4 that was 

previously targeted for the other stress analysis situations. However, the strength 

of the “J” weld increases the strength significantly, although the amount is 

uncertain.  
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Electrical Design 

 A ladder diagram can be found in Appendix I to demonstrate the logic 

behind the circuitry. The purpose and functions of the electrical system are as 

described in the Proof of Design Statement. They are that the apparatus not move 

without weights present in the weight cradles, the apparatus will return to the 

lowest level upon weight removal at any height other than the lowest level, 

momentary on switches will allow for an infinite number of end locations, and 

that the system will be capable of plugging into any 115 volt wall socket. 

 The control box that comes with the winch has two momentary switches 

that will be retained to control the up and down movements of the apparatus. A 

wiring diagram of the control box, and the whole electrical system is provided in 

Appendix M. The usefulness of these buttons will depend on the two single pole 

double throw (SPDT) switches mounted to the cradles that will allow the winch 

controls to move the winch in either the up or down directions. One of the throws 

in both of these switches simply allows the signal of one of the wires to continue 

to the control box. The switch allows the signal to continue when the weights are 

in the cradle. This effectively kills the usefulness of the apparatus when no 

weights are present. 

The second throw for both of the SPDT switches controls the automatic 

return. The second throw is connected as the weights are removed from the 

cradles. A full explanation of the return circuit is discussed for the relays shortly. 

Before the current gets to the winch, it will pass through one of the limit 

switches mounted to the base of the apparatus. This switch was normally closed, 

so when the switch has been triggered the winch will stop. This limit switch only 

turns off the power for the downward motion. If weights are placed in the cradles 

in the lower position, the upward circuit is still capable of motion. 

 The second limit switch was once again mounted to the base of the 

apparatus near a rocker link. The leads coming from this switch go directly to the 

winch control box. This switch effectively replaces one of the jumper wires in the 
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control box. The effect of this change is to stop the upward movement of the 

apparatus while still retaining the ability to move the apparatus down. 

 The use of a 2-phase winch motor requires the use of 2 relays to control 

the apparatus. A 2-phase motor basically uses 2 electrical circuits to cause the 

motor to move. Each electrical circuit has 2 wires for a total of 4 wires that have 

to be connected in a certain way for clockwise rotation, and oriented another way 

for counterclockwise rotation. The control box that came with the winch accounts 

for these connections, but the extra electrical components needed for the project 

require some alterations to the current path. In this case the connections needed 

for the winch to pull the cable in are orange to white, and red to black. The 

connections needed to let the cable out are orange to black, and red to white. 

Therefore, it is not possible to simply reverse the leads to make the motor turn in 

the opposite direction. While the apparatus is in use a single event, the removal of 

weights, must result in multiple events that cause the connection of multiple wires 

thus making the motor move. The single event energizes the coils in the two 

relays. This in turn connects and disconnects three specific circuits to allow the 

apparatus to move to the ground. 

 A more in depth explanation for the electrical system other than just winch 

movement is that specific circuits were able to be completed for certain physical 

events. User controlled movement was only possible when the SPDT switches 

mounted on the weight cradles were tripped a certain way, thus allowing the 

control box to be functional as long as the upper limit switch is not tripped. User 

controlled movement was eliminated and the automatic return activated when the 

weights were removed from the weight cradles. This effectively created the 

required circuits to lower the apparatus, until the lower limit switch had been 

tripped. 
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Part Selection 

 All vendor catalog pages with parts, and part drawings are in Appendix N.  

 

Winch    
 The design change from the lead screw to the winch greatly simplified the 

amount of calculations needed for finding how much power would be needed to 

move the apparatus. The lead screw required motor torque, friction, and force 

calculations to find out if the force it provided would be strong enough. The 

winch simply rates how much force it is capable of moving. As stated previously, 

the largest force the winch will need to overcome is 957 lb. This force and the rate 

at which the drum rotates, volts, and current are the only factors used to select the 

kind of winch. The winch was selected from Mcmaster Carr Industrial Supply, 

part number 9475T25. The winch meets the electrical requirements, has a load 

capacity of 1000 lb., stall load of 1500lb., and has a line speed of 13.7 feet per 

minute under full load, which translates into a 10 second apparatus movement 

when a double line feed is used. The double line feed also effectively doubled the 

1000lb. load capacity. So in reality the winch was twice as strong as was needed. 

 

Shaft Collar 
 The shaft collars were selected by their internal diameter, and ease of 

assembly. The part number from Mcmaster Carr is 6435k16. It has a 0.75 inch ID, 

1.5 inch OD, and is 0.5 inches wide. The thrust force was not considered because 

the collars would see only minor forces in this direction. To further aid the shaft 

collars with axial movement, the 0.75 inch shafts were welded to the rocker links 

internally. 

 

Base Mount Bearings 
 The ID of the selected bearing matches the 0.75-inch shaft used at the 

pivot points. The other critical dimension was the distance between the mounting 
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boltholes, 2.984 inches. This dimension required the use of 4x3 steel rectangular 

tubing on the base and coupler parts. The load rating for these bearings was 2830 

lb., which is much 9 times the 291.25 lb. that the bearings will be required to 

carry.  The Mcmaster Carr part number is 5913k43 

 

Eyebolt 
 The Eyebolts selected had a load rating of 2200 lb (more than the 957 

needed), had a 1 inch ID ring, and was long enough to protrude through to the 

other side of the cross member it was connected to. The Mcmaster Carr part 

number is 3016t45. 

 

Rubber Feet  
 The feet of the apparatus held up a considerable amount of weight. To 

ensure the stability of the machine, rubber feet were mounted at the four corners 

of the square portion of the base, and at the ends of the legs. These bumpers have 

a reinforcing washer for add strength, and were Mcmaster Carr part number 

9540k28. 

 

Snap Acting Limit Switches 
 The limit switch chosen was Mcmaster Carr part number 7779k62. 

Although it was a SPDT switch, only the normally closed throw will be used. The 

switches meet the electrical system requirements, and can be easily mounted to 

the base where the links can come in contact with them. 

 

SPDT Snap Acting Limit Switches 
 This switch allowed the user to control the machine with weights in the 

cradles, while making the apparatus return to the ground when the weights were 

removed. The switch met all volt and current requirements. The actuator was a 

long lever arm. When mounted to the inside of the cradles, the lever arm moved 

and activated the switch as the mass at the end of the weight was placed in the 
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cradle. The amount of force needed to move the lever arm was listed in ounces, so 

a 15 lb. weight had no trouble activating the switch. The Mcmaster Carr part 

number was 7076k24.  

 

Tube and Angle Stock  
 All forms of tube, and angled materials were purchased from American 

Metal Supply. The two cross sectional shapes of tube used were 3”x3”x1/8” thick, 

and 4”x3”x1/8 thick. 46 Feet of the 3 inch square tube was required. 17 Feet of 

the 4x3 inch rectangular tube was required. The angled aluminum used for the 

frame of the prototype only shielding was 1”x1”x1/8” thick, and 44 feet of the 

material was needed.  

 

Plexiglas 
 All Plexiglas sheets were bought from Tri-State Plastics Inc. The thickness 

of the Plexiglas was 1/8” thick, and the total square feet needed was 44 ft^2. Once 

again this material was used as a prototype only devise for shielding.  
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Build 
 Part Production 

Individual parts were completed using basic machining techniques.  Some 

of the simpler parts such as the arms require only cutting to a proper length, and 

finishing off the face with a vertical end mill.  

The most complicated pieces, the rocker links, required the use of an 

oxyacetylene torch to remove large amounts of material, and then facing these 

surfaces with a vertical end mill to the correct angle. Both types of cradle sides 

had a slot cut in them for the dumbbell handles. This slot was specifically 

designed for the apparatus to allow the dumbbells to be removed vertically when 

the cradles are angled upward. The weights can be removed without the handles 

contacting the front side of the slot. This also allows for the dumbbells to be 

placed into the cradles, when angled down, without contacting the rear side of the 

slot. Remaining operations to the individual parts consisted only of drilling holes 

in the proper locations, and tapping where required.  

Similar procedures were performed on the Plexiglas and angled aluminum 

that was used for support. Additional precautions were taken while drilling holes 

in the Plexiglas shields. Tape was double wrapped around the areas to be drilled, 

and a dull drill bit was used to make the holes. In addition to this a simple jig was 

produced from steel to prevent the drill bit from “wandering” while making the 

hole. 
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Assembly Production 
Assembly of the individual parts into the assemblies was completed using 

gas metal arc welding (GMAW), or as it is commonly referred to, MIG welding. 

The method for aligning parts was to tack a location that is known to be correct, 

and then align the rest of the part as required. (Figure 9)  

Figure 9:  Aligning of part by tacking 

 

Once the part was properly located another tack was applied to hold the part in the 

correct location. The final step was to fill in the rest of the weld. Every part on 

every assembly 
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Figure 10:  Completed coupler assembly 

 

utilizes four welds to hold it in place, as demonstrated in 5 locations in figure 10. 

Link part assemblies, as well as cradle part assemblies were also welded as 

required by the MIG welder. Figure 11 shows a sample of a finished weld joint 

after grinding and painting. 
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Figure 11:  Finished weld joint 

  

 Electrical System Production 
Electrical production consisted mostly of splicing the winch control cable, 

and soldering 14-gauge wire in the proper locations. A complete wiring schematic 

can be found in Appendix M. All connections were soldered and wrapped in heat 

shrink for a solid electrical connection and reduced likelihood of shorting to the 

steel frame. The 14-gauge wire was threaded through the apparatus using brazing 

wire as a guide to pull the wire through hard to reach areas. The winch control 

cable was also threaded through the steel tubing in the same manner. The SPDT 

and limit switches were mounted to the apparatus in their appropriate positions. 

Female spade connectors were soldered to the appropriate wires used for the 

relays. Once connected the relays were stored inside the front base steel tube 

below the winch. The long wires leading up to the SPDT switches on the weight 

cradles were cut, and reconnected with quick connect connectors near the coupler 
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assembly pivot point above the winch. These connectors allow the apparatus to be 

disassembled and reassembled with no soldering. 

  

  Painting 
Preparing the steel components for painting required wiping down the 

outside surfaces with degreaser, light sanding and then spraying on primer. The 

primer was then lightly sanded, and irregular spots were fixed, and primed again. 

Finally the medium gray color was sprayed on. Before any work was performed 

involving the painting of the prototype, the apparatus was assembled to assure 

proper objective completion. 

 

  Assembly 
Assembly required only simple hand tools such as sockets, box end 

wrenches, Allen wrenches, and screwdrivers. The base assembly was first placed 

up on blocks to allow for access to the bottom of the bearing mount holes. Both 

types of rocker links were attached to the base in the same manner. At one 

location, one base mount bearing was installed, but the bolts were not completely 

tightened. Then one end of the pivot point on a link was pushed into the installed 

bearing. The second base mount bearing was then pushed on the other side of the 

pivot point, and bolted to the base, also not completely tight. The rocker was 

allowed to rotate to a point where it would rest on the base. At this point a piece 

of cloth was placed between the surfaces to prevent paint damage. 

When all rocker links were attached to the base, the coupler assembly was 

propped up above the base approximately where the rear links could be lined up 

for attachment. The upper end of the rocker link was attached to the coupler 

assembly in the same way as the rockers were attached to the base assembly. 

An assistant was used to lift and help align the longer front rocker links to 

the mounting positions. Once again the ends of the links were attached to the 

coupler assembly in the same way as they were attached to the base assembly. 
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The coupler assembly still required the support that allowed for the rear link 

attachment. 

The winch was then bolted to the winch plate with a 1/8 inch piece of 

rubber between the surfaces to absorb vibration. The two eyebolts were attached 

to their proper locations in the rear upper cross member, and the base front. With 

the pulley attached to the eyebolt on the upper cross member, and the winch cable 

looping through the pulley attaching to the second eyebolt, the support for the 

coupler assembly could be removed.  

The base mount bearings were then aligned, and fully tightened. The 

attachment of the six rubber feet then allowed the machine to be placed directly 

on the floor. 

Shield attachment only consisted on lining up the correct hole locations on 

the base assembly, angled aluminum supports, and then inserting a 10-32 socket 

head cap screw with a washer. 

Aside from the weight of two of the major assemblies, the assembly was 

simple and took less than 4 hours to complete.  
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Testing and Results 
 Tests were conducted in the order in which the corresponding design 

feature was listed in the PODS. All of the objectives set by the PODS were met 

except for the first condition.  

 The first condition in the PODS was that the apparatus travel vertically 

from 3 inches from the floor to over 5 feet. The results of the testing revealed that 

the starting position was 5 to 5.5 inches from the ground, and the upper position 

was well over 5 feet. The Starting position did not meet the requirements set by 

the PODS by around 2 inches, but the purpose of having the weights close to the 

ground for ease of loading was retained.  

 The ergonomic issue of having the controls and end weight position in reach of an 

average male user was proven by a demonstration from the designer. The correct 

method of using the machine was demonstrated, and both positions in question 

were well within reach while using the prototype. Notice was taken in that the 

designer could reach 7 inches beyond the controls and the weight end point while 

the reach of the designer was only 4 inches longer than the average male. Figure 

12 displays the user position when the winch controls and the weights are both 

within reach of the user. 
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Figure 12:  Winch controls and weights are both 

within reach of the user. 

 

 The proof that the apparatus would not tip over was proven in the design 

calculations for tipping prevention in APPENDIX G. 

 The electrical system provided all of the features set during the design of 

the apparatus. The prototype will not work without two weights present, the 

automatic return moves the prototype to the lowest level upon both weights being 

removed, momentary on switches controlling the winch allow for an infinite 

number of positions along the path of motion, and the winch is rated for 115V 

operation. During testing the buttons were pushed to move the apparatus while the 

weights were not present, and there was no movement. When weights were lifted 

to a variety of different heights, and the weights removed, the apparatus always 

returned to the lowest position. The switches do allow for an infinite number of 

positions. The voltage and even the method of plugging in the winch are 

unmolested and still 115 volt. 
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 A watch was used to time the complete motion from the lowest to the 

highest position. The time recorded of 10 seconds is two seconds less than the 

target set by the PODS. 

 The maximum weight to be lifted consisted of a rock-breaking bar, which 

weighed 35 pounds, a length of 4 inch square tubing, which weighted 40 pounds, 

and the 228 pound weight of the designer. The total weight lifted from the lowest 

level was 303 pounds. This weight exceeded the maximum design weight of 300 

pounds. The upper limit to the amount of weight capable of being lifted has yet to 

be determined, but will most certainly depend on the power of the winch.  

 Two 20 pound hexagon style dumbbells were used in demonstrations to 

prove that this style of dumbbell is capable of being used with the apparatus. 

Research conducted in the design phase concluded that the hexagon dumbbell has 

the smallest physical characteristic of the length between the two weight masses 

[14]. 

 Plexiglas shields were constructed surrounding the rocker components of 

the apparatus. These shields protect people from pinch points while the apparatus 

is in motion. 

 All of the exposed corners of the apparatus were rounded excluding the 

Plexiglas shielding. This shielding was considered to be a prototype only feature. 

If the design were to be mass-produced, a smaller one-piece plastic shield would 

be molded to encase the machine. The molded plastic would be rounded as the 

PODS. 

 Any bench that is capable of being placed in front of the apparatus could 

be used. Specifically the dimensions of 25 inches wide, less than 45 inches tall 

represent the limit that a bench could be while still allowing for a proper exercise 

motion. In reality there are no benches used in a weight lifting environment that 

approach these dimensions.  

 When all parts were completed, the apparatus was assembled to ensure 

that the major tasks for the project were capable of completion. Then the 

apparatus was disassembled for priming and painting as required by the PODS. 

The apparatus was then ready for final assembly.  
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 As stated previously all facets of the PODS were met during testing except 

for the first criteria. The lowest position possible was determined to be 5 to 5.5 

inches, while the PODS called for 3 inches. However, this slight inaccuracy does 

not hinder the ability of the machine to help the user set up for the exercise.  In 

all, the prototype was only 2 inches away from completing every task that was set 

before it. 
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Conclusions and Recommendations 
 The prototype Automated Dumbbell Press Exercise Rack for Paraplegics 

did accomplish the goals set for the design project. The customer requirements set 

at the beginning of the design phase, which were eventually transferred into 

measurable quantities in the Proof of Design Statement, and were achieved in the 

testing phase of the project prove that the prototype did accomplish what was set 

before it.  

 The question left behind is whether or not the design can or should be 

improved. As with most products there is room for improvement. The method of 

providing power could be changed from the electric winch and cable to either 

hydraulic or pneumatic. A hydraulic piston and cylinder could provide adequate 

power with much less noise. A pneumatic piston and cylinder could also provide 

the quiet power provided that the air compressor was located in another room.  

 The prototype was designed to also allow for military press exercises 

(Figure 2) while seated in a wheelchair. If the design centered on a specific 

exercise the size of the whole apparatus could be reduced. The actual design of 

the 4-bar linkage could be scaled down.  This raises another question. If the 

design is reduced in size for specializing the exercise, will having two specialized 

machines require more room than one machine that can facilitate multiple 

exercises?  

 There are three recommendations for modifications to the current design. 

The first is to eliminate the legs that are present to prevent tipping. Most 

equipment in a gym other than the weights themselves are bolted to the floor. For 

this reason there would not even be a need for tipping analysis. The result of this 

change would be a much smaller footprint taking up less space.  

 The second recommendation is to change the voltage of the entire 

electrical system. The amount of parts including relays and switches that were 

needed to accommodate the high voltage, and the two-phase motor in the winch, 

was much larger than anticipated. The recommendation is to use a winch with a 

direct current motor, and reduce the alternating current down to whatever the 
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winch needs. Not only will this reduce the cost of the switches needed, but the 

number of relays needed would be reduced. 

 Finally the third recommendation would be to research the use of ribbon 

switches in the weight cradles (Figure 13).  

 

 
Figure 13:  Ribbon switch  

 

Ribbon switches are tripped when the side of the switch is compressed anywhere 

along the length of the switch. The only switches of this type that were found 

were single pole single throw, and also were ½ inch wide. The current switches in 

use are single pole double throw, and the plate that the cradle is made from is ¼ 

inch wide. If a ribbon switch becomes available with more than one throw, and 

also ¼ inch wide, it would be ideal for the cradle application. The appearance of 

the cradle would increase greatly, and also the switch would cushion the metal-to-

metal contact between the weight and cradle. Only a slight modification to the 

depth of the weight cradle slot would need to be made to compensate for the 

height of the switch. 

 Any product can be improved as well as this one. The current method for 

delivering power is loud, but delivering the power through a different means 

could be expensive. The design of the 4-bar link could be reduced to specify the 

apparatus for one exercise. The current design could, and should be bolted to the 

floor. The electrical system could be changed to direct current to simplify the 

parts used, and ribbon switches could simplify the appearance and operation of 

the cradles.  
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Appendix A 

 
 

Survey and Survey Results 



  

Survey 
To be taken by paraplegics who weight train 

 
1. What size of weights (combined) do you use for the flat dumbbell press?  

__________________________________________________________________ 
2. What do you do with the weights upon completion of a set? _______________ 

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

3. Are you satisfied with the racking methods you currently use? 
__________________________________________________________________ 

4. Would you perform the dumbbell press more often if there were something to 
make setting up for the exercise easier? 
__________________________________________________________________ 

5. What features do you consider to be the most important in a dumbbell bench press 
weight lifting apparatus? Will the feature be important to you? 

Least Important 1  2  3  4  5   Most Important 
 

• Easy to Load            ___ 
• Rack does not impede on motion of exercise   ___ 
• Height variability of used weights    ___ 
• Use of various weights     ____ 
• Height limit over 4 feet from the ground   ___ 
• Use of any common bench used for lifting weights  ___ 
• Limit for combined weight possible over 300 lb.                 ___ 
• Stability of apparatus when loaded    __ 
• Appearance of apparatus, does it need to be pretty  ___ 
• Ability to move the apparatus easily   ____ 
• Total size less than Nautilus machine 6x6 feet  __ 
• Easy to extract weight from apparatus    ___ 
• Quietness      ___ 
• Easy to operate      ___ 
• Durability      __ 
• Time to operate      ___ 
• Cost       ___ 
• Safety       __ 

 
6. How quickly in seconds would you like the motion to be performed in?. 

__________________________________________________________________
________________ 
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Survey Summary 
To be taken by paraplegics who weight train 

 
1. What size of weights (combined) do you use for the flat dumbbell press? 30-

180lb    Avg 89lb ___________________________________________________ 
2. What do you do with the weights upon completion of a set? 6- set down to the 

floor. __________________________3- use a spotter to help _______________ 
_________________________________________________________________ 

3. Are you satisfied with the racking methods you currently use? 6 by themselves: 5 
don’t like but have no alternative.  1 didn’t care.       I asked the 6 about 
Blaylocks rack and they didn’t like it because they still can’t use it._3 spotted 
were satisfied with their spotters, but without them don’t do the dumbbell 
press. _______________________________________________________ 

4. Would you perform the dumbbell press more often if there were something to 
make setting up for the exercise easier? All 9 yes_____________________ 
______________________________________________________________ 

5. What features do you consider to be the most important in a dumbbell bench press 
weight lifting apparatus? Will the feature be important to you? 

Least Important 1  2  3  4  5   Most Important 
 

• Easy to Load            _4.11__ 
• Rack does not impede on motion of exercise   _4.44__ 
• Height variability of used weights    _3.55__ 
• Use of various weights     _5.0___ 
• Height limit over 4 feet from the ground   _3.22__ 
• Use of any common bench used for lifting weights  _3.55__ 
• Limit for combined weight possible over 300 lb.                _1.44__ 
• Stability of apparatus when loaded    _4.88__ 
• Appearance of apparatus, does it need to be pretty  _2.44__ 
• Ability to move the apparatus easily                  _4.0___ 
• Total size less than Nautilus machine 6x6 feet                 _3.89__ 
• Easy to extract weight from apparatus                   _4.11__ 
• Quietness                     _2.11__ 
• Easy to operate      _4.55__ 
• Durability                     _4.33__ 
• Time to operate      _4.22__ 
• Cost       _3.44__ 
• Safety       _4.77__ 

 
How quickly in seconds would you like the motion to be performed in? People 
put in ranges of values. The average using the upper range #’s is 23.89 
seconds. The average of the lower values is 20 seconds even.                                 
I don’t think the people actually sat there and thought on how long they were 
really saying because 45 seconds is very long in my opinion.  
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Mod
ified 
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tive 
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ght 

1 Easy to Load 9 4 2 5 2.5 1.5 15.0
0

0.13

2 Motion is not 
Impeded 

3 9 4.5 3 5 1.7 1.5 11.2
5

0.10

3 Easy to extract 
weight 

 3 9 4 4 5 1.3 1.5 7.50 0.07

4 Easy to operate  1 1 9 4.5 4 4 1.0 1.5 6.75 0.06
5 Weight up to 300 lb. 

(combined) 
 9 9 9 1.5 5 5 1.0 1.5 2.25 0.02

6 Height up to 3' off 
the ground 

9 3 1 3.5 5 5 1.0 1.5 5.25 0.05

7 Stability while 
loaded & unloaded 

 1 9 9 5 5 4 0.8 1.5 6.00 0.05

8 Safety  1 1 9 3 9 1 4.5 3 5 1.7 1.5 11.2
5

0.10

9 Size of a Nautilus 
type machine 

1 3 3 4 5 5 1.0 1 4.00 0.03

10 Manageable to 
move 

 1 9 4 5 4 0.8 1 3.20 0.03

11 Appearance  9 1 2.5 2.5 3 1.2 1 3.00 0.03
12 Durability  1 1 3 1 1 1 1 9 4.5 4 5 1.3 1.5 8.44 0.07
13 Quietness  9 2.5 5 3 0.6 1 1.50 0.01
14 Variable Weight  3 3 1 9 5 5 5 1.0 1.5 7.50 0.07
15 Height Variability 9 1 1 3.5 4 5 1.3 1.5 6.56 0.06
16 Use of common flat 

bench 
 3 1 9 3.5 3 5 1.7 1.5 8.75 0.08

17 Time to Operate 1 9 4 4 4 1.0 1 4.00 0.03
18 Cost  3 1 1 3.5 4 3 0.8 1 2.63 0.02

 Technical 
Importance 

2.47 1.54 0.98 1.58 1.33 1.90 0.26 0.98 0.63 1.94 13.60   114.
83

 Relative Importance 0.18 0.11 0.07 0.12 0.10 0.14 0.02 0.07 0.05 0.14    
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Appendix C 
 
 

Pugh’s Concept Selection 
 

 
 
 

 



  

 
Pugh's Concept Selection   

  
* The standard rack datum is the design of John Blaylock which utilizes adjustable, but 
stationary  
   cradles to hold the weights.   
* Most negatives result from the need for a power system, and the need to control the 
apparatus not to  
   simply use it.   

  
Criterion Concept 

1 
Concept 

2 
Std. 
Rack 

  

Easy to Load + +    
Motion is not Impeded + S    
Easy to extract weight + + D   
Easy to operate - -    
Weight up to 300 lb. (combined) S S A   
Height up to 3' off the ground S S    
Stability while loaded & unloaded S S T   
Safety + +    
Size of a Nautilus type machine S S U   
Manageable to move S S    
Appearance S S M   
Durability S S    
Quietness - -    
Variable Weight S S    
Height Variability + +    
Use of common flat bench + +    
Time to Operate - -    
Cost - -    

Additional Criteria   
(Concept Comparison)   

Usefulness to Paraplegic + +   
Simplicity of Design - +   
Least # of moving parts + -   
No gravity needed to return + -   

    
Sum + 9 7   
Sum - 5 6   

Sum S 8 9   
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Proof of Design Statement 

 



  

 
 

Dumbbell Press Exercise Rack for Paraplegics  
Proof of Design Statement 

 
1. The design will allow the vertical movement to start from within 3 inches from 

the ground, and travel to at least 5 feet. 
2. The average male user while lying on a bench, within reach of the control 

mechanism, will also be able to reach the weights in the extended position. 
3. The prototype will be stable eliminating the safety issue of tipping over. 
4. The electrical system: 

• Will not allow for operator movement without dumbbells in the cradles. 
• Will return the cradles to the lowest position when the weights are taken from 

the cradles at any height. 
• Will allow for adjustment to an infinite number of positions along the path. 
• Will be 115V for wall plug in. 

5. The amount of time for the motion to be complete will not exceed 12 seconds. 
6. The maximum weight that will be able to be lifted is 300 pounds total, or 150 

pounds for each side. 
7. The minimum weight that will be able to be lifted is 30 pounds, or 15 pounds for 

each side. 
8. All common dumbbells within the range of weight, that are the same size or large 

than the hexagon style of dumbbell will be able to fit in the cradles. 
9. There will be one or multiple shields present to eliminate pinch points. 
10. All exposed corners of the moving machinery, and safety cover will be rounded. 
11. All flat benches less than 25 inches wide, less than 45 inches tall will be 

compatible with the prototype.  
12. The corrodible materials will be primed and painted to resist corrosion. 

 
 
 
The above criteria are based on the QFD, and preliminary design. All criteria 
meet or exceed the requirements set by the QFD and the people surveyed. Criteria 
may require slight adjustment as the analysis of the design process is carried out. 
 
 
ADVISOR_________________       DATE______ 
 
STUDENT_________________       DATE______ 
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Assembly Drawings 
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Tipping Analysis 
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Static Analysis 
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Pin Shear in Bending 
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Weld Stress 
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Bending Stress 
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Electrical Logic, Ladder Diagram 
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Wire Schematic 
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Vendor Catalog Pages With Part Drawings 
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Time Schedule 

 



  

Month Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun.
Week 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 41 2 3 41 2 3 41 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Task

Product Research

Patent Research

Preliminary Budget

Project Schedule

QFD

Anatomical Research

Pneumatic Research

Part Research

Electric Motor Research

Material Research

Proposal Due

Design Concepts

Weighted Objective Selection

Component Layout

Detailed Load Design

Stress Analysis

Detailed Movement Design

Manufacture Plan

Test Plan

Final Design Review

Design Presentation

Design Freeze

Order Vendor Parts

Fabricate Parts

Assemble

Interim Design Report

IDR Due

Test

Write Report

Oral Presentation

Tech Expo

Graduation
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Month Oct.     Nov.  Dec.  Jan.  Feb.  Mar.  Apr.  May   Jun.   
Week 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 
Task                                                  

Product 
Research                                                  
Patent 
Research                                                  
Preliminary 
Budget                                                  
Project 
Schedule                                                  
QFD                                                  
Anatomical 
Research                                                  
Pneumatic 
Research                                                  
Part 
Research                                                  
Electric 
Motor 
Research                                                  
Material 
Research                                                  
Proposal 
Due                                                  
Design 
Concepts                                                  
Weighted 
Objective 
Selection                                                  
Component 
Layout                                                  
Detailed 
Load Design                                                  
Stress 
Analysis                                                  
Detailed 
Movement 
Design                                                  
Manufacture 
Plan                                                
Test Plan                                                  
Final Design 
Review                                                  
Design 
Presentation                                                  
Design 
Freeze                                                  
Order 
Vendor 
Parts                                                  
Fabricate 
Parts                                                  
Assemble                                                  
Interim 
Design 
Report                                                  
IDR Due                                                  
Test                                                  
Write Report                                                  
Oral 
Presentation                                                  
Tech Expo                                                  
Graduation                                                  
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Budget 

 



  

 
Item vendor Part # quantity 

price 
per unit Price 

3x3 square tube steel American Metal Supply  46 1.69 77.74
4x3 square tube steel American Metal Supply  17 2.14 36.38
     

1x1 .125t angle aluminum American Metal Supply  62 1.1 68.2
.75 dia steel rod American Metal Supply  4.5 1.84 8.28

1/8 thick plexiglas Tri-State Plastics  
              
44 

           
5.66 248.57

shaft collar Mcmaster Carr 
6435k1
6 32 2.36 75.52

Bearings Mcmaster Carr 
5913k4
3 16 12.4 198.4

rubber bumpers qty 25 Mcmaster Carr 
9540k2
8 1 13.25 13.25

winch Mcmaster Carr 
9475t2
5 1 392.1 392.1

SPDT switch Mcmaster Carr 
7076k2
4 2 46.41 92.82

limit switch Mcmaster Carr 
7779k6
2 2 2.64 5.28

Eyebolt Mcmaster Carr 
3069t4
2 1 17.55 17.55

3/8" x 24 cap screw (100) Mcmaster Carr 
92620
A656 1 24.5 24.5

10-32 SHCS (100) Mcmaster Carr 
91251
A347 3 12.24 36.72

8-32 SHCS (100) Mcmaster Carr 
91251
A199 1 10.49 10.49

1/4" x 28 cap screw (100) Mcmaster Carr 
92240
A110 1 27.2 27.2

10-32 nut (100) Mcmaster Carr 
90257
A411 3 6.09 18.27

3/8 x 24 nut (100) Mcmaster Carr 
90480
A235 1 6.15 6.15

     0
     0
      
      

    Total 
1413.8

5
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